Chem 321L Standard Point Deductions:

TAs to record on separate sheet of paper and subtract from lab grade after it has been graded.
Write the subtraction on the lab report before returned.

Nothing done on pre-lab assignment-
send them to write the experimental in the hall
-5

Table of reagents not complete
-2

Brings lab handout to lab and you see it
-2

Caught without lab glasses on
-1 each time

Forgets to bring lab glasses
-2 and let them borrow

Forgets lock
-1 and let them borrow

Comes late and misses pre-lab lecture or most of it
-2

Leaves lab bench dirty
-2

Comes dressed inappropriately (from syllabus)
Send home to change
0 if they can’t make it back
-2 if they do make it back

Caught texting or using cell phone
-5

Caught eating drinking or chewing gum
-2

Student still in lab after laboratory period has ended.
-5